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IN COORDINATION WITH

DEPLOYMENT STRATEGIES

Clinton Rubin’s Deployment Strategy Workshop is designed 

to make the foundational decisions necessary to create  

accurate project plans, resource requirements, budgeting 

and timelines. The foundation decisions include:

TEAM BUY-IN

This workshop will be facilitated by Clinton  

Rubin and the outcomes of the workshop  

will detail the pros and cons of each of the  

Deployment strategies and the rationale for 

each of the decisions. The entire team has  

input to these decisions which brings the  

entire team together to make sure everyone  

is on the same page prior to doing detailed  

project planning. 

GET YOUR STAKEHOLDERS  
ON BOARD. KNOW THEIR  
MOTIVATIONS.

Communications with your stakeholders is one 

of the most important decisions you’ll make 

about your project. These should be people 

who have expert knowledge about the  

environment, including the organizational  

culture, policies and processes, and will make 

use of your project’s solution. Stakeholders 

should be able to influence the dedication of 

project resources and champion your project 

within your organization. Understand how to 

identify the right project stakeholders, their  

expectations and the benefit they receive 

from participating in the project. Stakeholders 

can make or break a smooth and successful 

project outcome.

DEPLOYMENT APPROACH: Should you deploy big bang, or  

roll-out by geography, by module, by department?

TRAINING APPROACH: Who needs training, who delivers  

training, custom, purchased, or train the trainer?

DATA CONVERSION APPROACH: How much data needs to  

be converted, how many years of history and what tools/ 

methods will be used to do the conversion? How will data  

mapping be conducted?

INTERFACE APPROACH: What methods and tools will be used 

to interface, how will on-going data mapping be achieved? 

CUSTOMIZATION PRINCIPLE: What is the criteria for making  

a customization (not configuration) decision

TESTING APPROACH: define amount of unit testing, systems 

testing, conference room piloting and level of documentation 

needed for test planning and expected results; as well as how  

is testing managed

PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACH: Agile versus waterfall, 

manage by task, estimate to complete or by exception

DEFINE PROJECT GOVERNANCE: Define who will be on  

steering committees, how often the steering committee meets, 

roles and responsibilities of steering committee members.
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Key IT Managers
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND

Clinton Rubin will work with you to identify specific attendees. Attendees should include:

Clinton Rubin supports all aspects of transformational  

software implementations including Defining Project  

Success, Defining Deployment, Program and Project  

Management, Process Design, Technical Design,  

Configuration, Data Conversion, Testing and Training. 

NEXT STEP: Create Project Charter which includes Detail 

Project Planning, Resource Planning, Timeline Definition, 

and External Cost Estimate.

CLINTON RUBIN IS  
HERE TO MAKE YOUR 
PROJECT A SUCCESS! 

ABOUT CLINTON RUBIN LLC

Clinton Rubin is a Management Consulting and 

IT Staffing firm. Our seasoned, highly capable, 

and passionate professionals understand our 

clients' goals and needs. Having successfully 

run companies, business units and government 

agencies, our partners, executive consultants 

and skilled resources provide a depth of  

education and unparalleled experience that  

can only be earned from decades of direct, 

hands-on work with global, national and  

international clients.

Our Partners are former C-level executives and 

former partners of ‘Big 4’ consulting firms who 

have a wealth of industry experience. We offer 

unique and proven transformation methodologies  

based on our extensive industry experience. 

Additionally, we have the unique ability to 

optimize operations consistent with business 

objectives and return on investment estimates.

CLINTON RUBIN SERVICES

We provide a full life cycle of management consulting and 

technology services that enable concepts to become reality. 
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